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ABSTRACT
We consider two questions related to functional part fami-

lies: a) how to characterize function in a computational frame-
work, and b) how does the structure-to-function model general-
ize when the design changes, e.g. by changing the set of design
variables? For the first, we observe that function is defined on
the space of behaviours of the part, whereas structure is defined
in the space of design parameters. For mechanical assemblies,
as the design parameters change, their effect on the motion pa-
rameters can be complex, and cannot be automated in full gen-
erality. Thus, the mapping from structure-to-function involves
considerable designer knowledge. For computational purposes,
we quantify this function by defining part-family-specific Con-
figuration Space (C-space) constructions, and also a metricthat
operates on these C-spaces to define each function.

When the design is changed, either by changing the design
space (structure), or by the user expectation (function), can ex-
isting design knowledge from the earlier part family migrate to
the new product family? We make a start towards exploring how
this knowledge can be modified when the part family is evolved,
for example by introducing additional design variables, orby
changing functional roles. Using examples from several lock de-
signs, we present a small prototype for this process of modeling
function and design change, implemented on a commercial CAD
engine.

∗Address all correspondence to this author.

1 Function in Design Process
Functional considerations permeate every stage of design,

from the earliest conceptual thinking to detailed design optimiza-
tions. Yet the concept of function remains unclear in the design
community [1]. Certainly, function is related to the designob-
ject’s behaviour, loosely defined as the totality of the object’s
interactions with itself and its environment. At other times, it
is related to the user’s expectations of the part, which highlight
certain aspects among the behaviours. In this work we inter-
pret function in terms of user expectations and consider thebe-
haviours as a discrete setB, then a subsetF that meets the design
intent may constitute the “function”. For computational work
on function, we quantify this function in terms of a performance
metric that reflects the degree to which the function meets the
user’s expectations.

We consider the class of mechanism assemblies, in which
the relative motion of different parts is captured through acon-
figuration space (C-space) [2], which is used as an index to re-
trieve the intended behaviours of the existing mechanisms [3].
The Function-Behavior-Structure (FBS) [4] framework relates
the function of a design object to its behaviors and its structural
descriptions.

However, functions are not independent of the user. Let us
consider the example of a padlock. Initially, its function was seen
as that of providing an open-able ring (topological torus).How-
ever, once it is instantiated, other aspects of its behaviour such
as its weight, or how noisy it is, may become part of the user
expectations. Thus, function may be determined by a) mapping
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the structure/geometry into a comprehensive set of behaviours,
and b) defining performance metrics on some or all of these be-
haviours. Both these problems are intractable for general de-
signs, where determining all behaviours is problem-specific and
does not generalize at all; similarly defining performance metrics
is also usage specific.

One of the important questions is that the nature of the de-
sign variable space itself changes as function proceeds. For ex-
ample, some inter-relations between the variables may prove to
be untenable based on functional considerations, so that singular-
ities emerge in the design space. Also, as the functional aspects
become clear, the relative importance of different design vari-
ables change, and the nature of approximations used in arriving
at a mathematical model can be changed. These would also af-
fect the part family structure-to-function mapping computations.

Figure 1. Design Process:A mapping from design space to structure

space and searching the design space based on performance evaluation

of the intended behaviours.

In this work we consider these problems of identifying func-
tion and relating this to design change in the context of func-
tional part families. Initially, a functional part family is defined
by a shared structure and a shared function, defined in terms of
a set of performance metrics. However, later, either the structure
or the function may change. Here we consider one kind of de-
sign change where the set of parameters related to a design space
is expanded from the existing design space to the new design
space by introducing new design parameter into the existingde-
sign space and show how the performance metrics would change
in functional part families and also we examine how the design
constraints vary based on functional constraints.

Initially we identify a set of design parameters in a design
space (D) and each design vectorv in the design space can be

mapped to an unique structure in structure space (S). The main
aspect here involves identifying the set of intended behaviours
(Bi) in the whole set of behaviours (B), and then defining per-
formance metrics on these intended behaviors in performance
space (P). These intended behaviors can also be termed as the
performative behaviours(Bp) since the performance metrics can
be defined only on this subset. Theseperformative behaviours
are similar to what Gero [5] calls expected behaviours. Thusto
re-phrase the F-B-S model of John Gero [5], we may say that our
model involves D-S-B-P, which involves mapping from D to S,
S to B, and then evaluation from B to P. The results of evaluation
are then used to search in design space and come up with a set
of improved S. This process is shown in Fig. 1. In this paper
we characterize function based on this frame work for functional
part families.

1.1 Function in Part Families
Part family is a set of parts that serve a related set of market

applications - they are functionally similar, and share a common
technology base, and lead to better processes for life-cycle de-
sign [6]. Functional commonalities across product families have
been considered by [7, 8], but even here, not much progress has
been made in mapping the structural similarities onto function.
Here, we distinguish between two types of part similarities: (i)
Functional Part Family, which shares an embodiment and (ii)
Geometric Part Family, which shares the same geometric struc-
ture, differing only in dimensional parameters.

Lock A Lock B Lock C

Lock D Lock E Lock F

Figure 2. Lock Family: Functional part families are evaluated based

on the same set of qualities. Though the locks shown are varying in ge-

ometry but their shared functions can be locking, strength of the lock,

ease of locking etc.
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Definition 1. Functional Part Family (FPF) is a set of mem-
bers, in which each member share the same qualitative nature
and semantics of functions but the specific performance metric
may be different since the design vectors can be different.

Definition 2. Geometric Part Family (GPF)is a set of mem-
bers, in which each member will share the same set of perfor-
mance measuresP and consequently they also have the same
design vector spaceΩ.

A FPF is that set of related parts where knowledge of func-
tion can be transferred in some meaningful way. Since this can-
not be defined clearly, we adopt the notion that an FPF is a set
of designs that are evaluated based on the same set of qualities;
i.e. the actual metrics may be different (since the design spaces
or embodiments differ) but the semantics of what is being mea-
sured (e.g. strength, ease of locking) remain the same. Hence the
primary function of the six locks shown in Fig. 2 is“locking” .
Within a GPF, different instances arise as a result of variations
in a small number of design variables. We show that given any
set of design variables one can generate the C-space, and also
that the performance metrics can be evaluated on this resulting
C-space. Thus we can explore different designs that arise within
the constraints defined by the designer.

1.2 Configuration Space
Configuration Space (C-space) is the space of independent

variables describing relative motions of sub-parts [9]. The C-
space of a kinematic pairs can be defined interms of the shapes
and degrees of freedom of its parts. In Fig. 3(c), the hatched
region correspond to invalid object positions; the free region cor-
respond to valid object positions; and the boundary separating
these two regions is the contact space. Contact space is the tra-
jectory where the two object touch with geometric features ver-
tex,edge and forms feature contacts vertex-vertex, vertex-edge,
edge-edge type.

Definition 3. Configuration SpaceC of a body w.r.t another is
the space of all configurations−→u ∈ C the bodies can have w.r.t
one another. TheObstacle spaceof body B w.r.t A,OSA(B) is
defined as the set of motions that cause a collision between A
and B.OSA(B) = {−→u |∃(x∈ A)TA

B (−→u )x∈ B}. δOSA(B) is the
boundary of this obstacle space.

Computing the (C-space) for general motions remains an in-
tractable problem [10]. Further, given a C-space, obtaining suc-
cessful abstractions on it - i.e. segmenting the free-spaceinto
behaviourally significant regions -e.g., using topologically dif-
ferent contact types [11], remains a considerable challenge. In
the situation involving part families, we assume that the C-space
model has been worked out for some existing members in the

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. Configuration Spacea) Mechanisms in the lock can be de-

composed into a key-barrel fragment and a latch-bolt fragment b) C-space

for key-barrel design fragment - rotation θ of key results in X translation

movement in latch. due to the hysteresis loses the X varies as shown.c)

C-Space for latch-bolt design fragment - relates horizontal motion of latch

(X) with vertical motion of u-bolt (Y).

family, so that these can now be extended to the new part being
designed or the existing part being analyzed. Also, the qual-
itatively important aspects of the C-space are also computable
based on similar examples. Thus the problem is considerably
simpler for part families. Consider six different padlock designs
Fig.2, in which A, B and C exhibit Bolt-Latch design fragment
while Fig.3a, relatesX to the bolt movementY.

In particular, we make the following claims:

• For mechanical designs involving movable parts, the func-
tionality can be captured through certain operations defined
on the C-space.

• It is possible to construct such Configuration Spaces for
members of a part family taking into account the variation
in dimensions and form (section 2.1).

• Measures of performance, defined in terms of certain be-
haviours, can be related to metrics defined on the configura-
tion space or other functions of the design variables (section
2.2).

By relating the structure, definable in terms of design vari-
ables, to a set of behaviours which are evaluated using the per-
formance metric, one has created the basis for optimizing these
variables based on function.

1.3 Performance Measures
Definition 4. Performance Measure Pis a set of real valued
functions from a set of behaviours toℜ. A set of performance
measuresπi are defined for the set of behaviours intended for the
design.

2 Example : Padlock
For the padlock the motion of the U-bolt(X) w.r.t the motion

of Latch(Y) defines the C-space shown in Fig.3c. The hatched
region corresponds to collision configurations; the white region
corresponds to “free space”.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Design Variables for the Geometric Part Family A:(a)

bminor: height of the elliptical main body; r : U-bolt curvature; l : length

of U-bolt. Two other parameters, w and t , width of the slot and latch

thickness, are not seen here. (b) All other dimensions related to shape

and function are determined from these design variables alone, e.g. the

width (major axis) of the elliptical body, a is specified as 2.5r .

2.1 C-space Analysis
Qualitatively, we may think of the latch position Left, Right

(L,R) and the bolt position as Up, Down (U,D) as well as an
Intermediate region as (U,I,D). Note that the bolt is in the Up or
Down positions, the latch can go Left, but in the Intermediate
position(I), neither Up nor Down, the latch can only be Right.
This is shown in 5, where we have labelled the regions of the
freespace: UL is (Up + Left) etc. In principle, this C-space
can be computed for the entire part family. If we considerTU

L
as the co-ordinate transformation specifying the frame forthe
U-bolt [U] in terms of the Latch frame [L], then this transfor-
mation has two translational DOFsy andx. For vertex-vertex
type of contact wherevL on latch is coincident withvU on
U-bolt. Now we may specify the boundary of the C-space in
this extremely simple translation-only system by these equations:

vertex-vertex contact: TU
L (x,y)LvL = UvU

vertex-edge contact: TU
L (x,y)LvL∈

UeU
edge-edge contact: ∃β ∈ TU

L (x,y)LeL(β)s.tβ ∈U eU

Solving these equations for(X,Y) gives us the boundaries of
the free-space region in the C-space. When there is an “effort”
on LatchFx or on U-boltFy there will be change in the states by
moving in the respective motion axis Table.5. Thus, when theU-
bolt is Down (D) and the latch is Left(L), the qualitative configu-
ration is designated DL (Fig. 5a). It is not possible for the U-bolt
to move upwards, hence we call this configuration”locked”. The
act of shifting the configuration horizontally to a point in the DR
6. From here the U-bolt is free to move up to UR. This behavior
is systematic across the family, only certain performance criteria,
defined on this behavior. Within any member ofFPF this will re-
main a valid characterization of its C-space. However, the degree
to which different user expectations are met may vary; theseare
captured through performance metric.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 5. Functional States as Regions in C-space. The states DL,

DR, UR, UL and I are shown in the C-Space (f). Behaviours involve legal

transitions between these states. thus, the fact that from (D,L) one can

transition only to (D,R) and that this motion involves the use of the key,

defines the primary function of the lock.

(U,L) (U,R)

Fy Fx State Fy Fx State
0 + (U,R) 0 +
+ 0 + 0
0 - 0 - (U,L)

- 0 - 0 (D,R)

(D,R) (D,L)

Fy Fx State Fy Fx State

0 + 0 + (D,R)
+ 0 + 0
0 - (D,R) 0 -
- 0 (U,R) - 0

Figure 6. Operation States of Bolt-Latch. Only certain transitions

are permitted between different c-space regions. thus, if a positive force

is applied along Y in state (D,L), there is no change of the state. only

applying a positive force in X can move it to state (D,R).the motion states

with +, - indicate positive, negative motion.

2.2 Performance Metrics
The product performance can be defined as the how well

the product implements its functional elements. Let us consider
functions that it is desirable that a padlock must perform. As an
initial point, we may define

• f0 : Create a topological torus (ring) structure which can be
opened or closed.

In order to meet this function, a design with a key mecha-
nism and a latch entering into a slot on a shackle is designed.
This corresponds to decomposingf0 into two sub-functions:
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This function could be decomposed as

• flinear : Operation of key in rotary motion converted to linear
motion to move the latch.

• fring : Ring closes when latch is moved into slot with shackle
in “down” position, and opens when it is withdrawn. (Design
fragment implemented in the C-space of Fig. 3b)

fring = {∃x|PreventsTrans(y)}

All members in the geometric part family share functions
flinear and fring which are key function in thisGPF. For all mem-
bers of thisPF, the C-space must implement the functionsflinear

and fring (and therebyf0). However additional functions may
be important design considerations for different members of the
part family. For example, some users may require extremely high
strength in their locks (maximize the breaking force) strength of
lock (πstr), while others may require that they should be open-
able and lockable easily (for example in the dark).Other perfor-
mance measures ease of locking (πease), weight of lock (πweight)
are some of the design considerations for the part family ex-
plained in the following sections.

2.2.1 Ease of Locking Consider the space of the de-
sign variablesw,t Fig.7. Clearly, ifw < t, then the function of
locking fails. If w− t is small, user may find it difficult to guide
the latch into the slot on the U-bolt. Thus a simple measure for
ease of locking is just the clearancew− t, which should be maxi-
mized subject to other design constraints. The performancemet-
ric for ease of locking is

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Variation in C-space within Geometric Part
Family.(a)Latch-Bolt design fragment - relates horizontal motion

of latch (X) with vertical motion of u-bolt (Y) (b) AS w− t reduces, the

clearance for moving the latch reduces. if this gap is too small, ease

of locking may be hindered by small misalignments; if it is too large, it

may leave too much space for the latch to bend in. the slot part of three

different designs are shown in A, B, C.

The performance metric for ease of locking is thus defined

as

πease= w− t (1)

which is to be maximized. Any other signed monotonic function
πease= (w− t)3 could also be used.

2.2.2 Strength of the Lock The strength of the lock
depends on a number of factors, such as the tensile strength of
the U-bolt, the bending strength of the latch, the groove on the
U-bolt, the support for the latch inside the lock, etc. Here we
have considered it as supporting as shown in Fig.8. When the
lock is hammered, an impact force is applied near the left endof
the latch. While the effect of this impact loading is more diffi-
cult to model, a reasonable simplifying assumption is that alock
which is strong in normal loading would also be strong in impact
loading. Thus, we seek to maximize the failure force F, which
may be computed by setting the bending stress equal to the yield
strength. The stress is expressed asσ = 6Fl

bLt2
, and setting this

equal to the yield strength gives us a value forF which is to be
maximized :

πstr =
σY bL t2

6 l l
(2)

whereσY is the yield strength of the material (incorporating a
suitable factor of safety etc) and l the supporting length.

Figure 8. Strength of the Lock.We use a very simple roller support

model for the latch.

2.2.3 Weight of the Lock The total weight of the
body will be the sum of (a) Weight of the U-bolt,Wtu =
ρu(2lbolt +πr)πd2/4)(b) Weight of the lock body,Wtb = ρbπabtb

πweight = Wtu +Wtb (3)

Heretb is the depth of the lock, and densityρb reflects the average
density of the body, including the empty spaces etc. This gives
us the performance measure,πweight to be minimized.
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2.3 Design Search: Padlock Optimization
Design is a search process. During this process design-

ers tries to find optimum solutions through searching the design
space. The member of the part family is characterized by a set
of design variables. In which we focus on a 5-tuple design vec-
tor w,t, r,bminor, l which we call as driving variables as the other
design dimensions internal to the lock Fig.4 are defined in terms
of these driving variables. For example, the depth of the body
is 4t and the width of the latch isbl = 3t. Given a set of values
for a design vector, one can determine its shape and also various
auxiliary components such as the C-space.

2.3.1 Multi-Objective Optimization

Maximize πstr(v) = σY bL t2

6 l l
,

Maximize πease(v) = w− t,
Minimize πweight(v) = Wtu +Wtb,
Subject to g(v) ≡ w− t ≥ 0.1, 4.0 < w,t < 8.0,

12.0 < bma jor < 25.0, 10.0 < r, l < 20.0

(4)
We have used Evolutionary Multi Objective (EMO) algo-

rithms (NSGA-II) [12]. The probabilities of recombinationand
mutation operators used arepc = 0.8 andpm = 0.3 respectively.
The Fig.9 shows the Pareto front. Considering the three objective
functions ease of locking, strength of lock, and weight of lock we
have obtained a set of optimal solutions, non-dominated solu-
tions, Pareto front. Pareto optimal front aids the decisionmaker
to chose the non-dominated solution. Any point in Fig.9 gives
the respective design vector which defines the shape of the the
design object with desired function. In each generation, different
design vectors generate various design objects by satisfying the
function. Fig. 10 shows locks in various generations.

2.4 Resulting Designs
In this section we are going to discuss the evaluation of per-

formance measures on the intended behaviours. The intendedbe-
haviors we consider areπease,πstr,πweigth and the multi-objective
optimization procedure NSGA-II is used. Fig.9(a) shows the
Pareto optimal solutions for different weights w=0.4, w=0.8 etc
and the Fig.9(b) shows the Pareto optimal solutions for different
ease of locking and Fig.9(c) shows the Pareto optimal solutions
for the different strength values.And Fig.10 shows the locks in
different generations.

3 Design Fragment : Slotted Wheel and Latch Mech-
anism
In this section we consider a design fragment (Fig. 11(a)),

in which slotted wheel has rotational DOFθ and the latch has
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Figure 9. Pareto Optimal SolutionsPareto fronts with all non-

dominated solutions are generated in every generation during the de-

sign optimization process. the designer can explore the possible non-

dominated designs and decide on a tradeoff between several design ob-

jectives.

Figure 10. Geometric Part Family : Locks in various generations

translational DOFX. The primary function of this mechanism
can be,
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(a) (b)

Figure 11. Slotted-wheel mechanism. (a)Design parameters for

slotted-wheel mechanism: radius r , width w, breadth b, thickness of the

latch t and φ = sin−1( w
2r ). φ is a dependent parameter on design pa-

rameters. (b) Its geometric elements’ representation.

Figure 12. (a) Contact State Graph:Each node represents a con-

tact state and the edge represents the transition of contact states. the

contact state transition is specified a priori as in general case there are

many possible contact states possible in this planar case. by considering

only subset of possible contact states chosen based on the heuristics for

successful assembly to achieve the desired function (b)contact curves
represent the motion behaviours of the parts in different contact
states.

• f0 : The horizontal movement of the latch into the rotating
slotted wheel locks the rotational movement of the wheel.

The function of this mechanism can be captured by the mo-
tion behaviour and the type of contacts among the topological
contacting surface elements (vertex, edge). Fig. 11(a) shows
the contact space and 11(b) shows the configuration space of the

mechanism. Any device which shares this function may have
to satisfy the behaviours represented through C-space (Fig.11
(b)). With the help of this mechanism we explain how the de-
sign change may affect structure-to-function model in functional
part families in the next section.

4 Design Change

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 13. Vertical Shift in Latch(a) Note that in addition to the con-

tact formations of Fig. 12 two new contact formations are observed for

shifts that are positive (CFa,Fig.(b)), or negative (CFb, Fig.(c)).

A key process during any design interaction is the re-
definition of the design space itself. Expert designers often ques-
tion the design specifications more insightfully than novices [13].
Computationally, the important question is if the models formed
for a particular design space can be incorporated into new con-
ceptual structures. Design change may involve redefinitionof
constraints defined in the early stages – in general, the design
problem defined in the early stages tends to be under-constrained
[14]. As the design process progresses a new set of constraints
arise based on the functional specifications. As a very simple
example, the constraint (w > t) used in Eq. 4 for the class of
padlocks is easy to discover but the (w,t) space in the rotating
barrel lock (Fig. 11) will experience different feasible and infea-
sible regions based on functional constraints.

In this section we examine how the design change may affect
the structure-to-function mapping in functional part families. For
this, we consider the rotating barrel lock (Fig. 11) and examine
how the change in motion behaviors affect the performance met-
rics in functional part families, with the incorporation ofa new
design variable.

4.1 New Design Variable: Vertical Shift e
Consider now a slotted-wheel lock mechanism with a latch

whose translational axis is displaced from the slotted wheel cen-
ter by a distancee(Fig. 13a). The mechanism is in the locked
state when the latch is inserted into the slot of the rotatingwheel.
Clearly, ase becomes more thanw−t

2 , the degree of penetra-
tion would vary, and this would affect its function. Here, the
strength of the lock may be measured in terms of the maximum
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torque that the barrel can withstand, instead of the vertical force.
In case of positive vertical shifte, the latch can enter into the
slot only betweenθ1 andθ2 whereθ1 = sin−1(( t+2e

2 r ))− φ and
θ2 = φ− sin−1( t−2e

2 r ). We consider the vertical shift as a design
change and introduceeas one of design parameters in the design
spaceΩ, hence the design vectorv will be {r,w,t,b,e}. With this
design change we find out the feasible and infeasible regionsin
the design space (w,t) based on the functional constraints.

With the presence of vertical shifte in the fixed axis of
the latch (Figure 13(a)), new contact formations can be possible
(Figure 13(b),(c)). These new contact formations may charac-
terize the new behavior of the mechanism and hence the perfor-
mance metrics. For example, the penetration depth varies with
the variation of shifte values as shown in the Fig. 14b, c and d.
In the next subsection 4.2.1 we investigate the maximum pene-
tration depth for different shift values and hence we will discover
the feasible and infeasible regions in the design subspace(w,t)
for the functional part family design optimization.
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Figure 14. (a)C-space without any axial shift, and the maximum pen-

etration is possible at θ = 0(b)C-space with an axial shift e = (w−t)
2 .

(c) C-space where new contact state CSa =< e1,va > is possible and

hence the penetration depth varies with the rotation of wheel. (d) C-space

with CFc = {PC1,PC2,PC3} at a maximum penetration. PC1 is CSa,

PC2 is CS03and PC3 is CS01

4.2 Performance Metrics
4.2.1 Maximum Penetration The penetration depth

(PD) varies with the change in the vertical shiftevalues shown in
Fig 15. With the presence of shiftevalues, the contact formations

are also varying where the maximum penetration is possible.

Figure 15. Maximum penetration depth for different ranges of axial

shifts. A,B,C and D are the different contact states at which maximum

penetration is possible for a design variable. t
r : 0.4, b

r : 0.5
.

Based on this computation, we can define a performance
metric πPD = penetration-depth. However, specifying the pen-
etration depth alone may not be adequate, since for high values
of e, if this maximum penetration occurs at values ofθ of 45 de-
grees or so, it may not be effective in preventing lock rotation.
Thus, we may also wish to specify the maximumθ at which this
rotation occurs. The the(w,t) design subspace, with feasible
(FFR) and infeasible regions, are shown for differing values of
πPD along with various constraints onθ, in Fig.17(a) and (b).
For example, the second image considers the case where where
πPD >= 0.54, at angleθ < 18◦ and Fig. 17(a) shows the situation
without any minimumθ constraint for a different(πPD).

Figure 16. Strength Analysis: A typical contact configuration; here the

maximum contact force is determined given the maximum torque that the

slotted wheel axis is expected to bear. this maximum torque τmax is equal

to the contact force times a moment arm d(X,θ) that depends on the

penetration depth of the latch.
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Figure 17. Evolving Constraints Based on Performance Mea-
suresπPD andπstr. (a),(b) Feasible regions (FFRs) in the w,t design

subspace for differing constraints on πPD or the maximum penetration,

together with constraints on θ. the last figure shows FFRs for constraints

on πstr or the maximum torque(τmax). (slotted wheel mechanism, axial

shift e= 0.3 and b = 0.5)

4.2.2 Strength: Maximum Torque If we are to eval-
uate this lock based on its strength, an obvious measure would be
the maximum torqueτmax it can support. This torque will vary
in different contact states, and we may compute it for the maxi-
mum penetration, as discussed in section 4.2.1. Let us consider
a contact stateB as shown in Fig. 15. At this contact state the
latch in the mechanism is considered as a simple supported, for
which the free body diagram is shown in Fig. 16. Also, Eq. 5
gives the relation for the maximum strength of the latch which
can withstand against the desired torqueτ.

Here we obtain the following constraints based on Fig. 16.
The maximum torqueτmax that can be supported is determined
by the contact forceF and its moment arm; this contact force is
in turn limited by the latch strength.

F =
σYblatch(t1)2

6l

τmax < −F cosθ d(X,θ)−F sinθ (
e
r

+
t
2r

)

d(X,θ) =
2ecosθ+ t cosθ−w

2r sinθ
(5)

whered(X,θ) is the moment arm for the vertical component
of the contact forceF . The other terms are as in Eq. 2 for the
padlock.

The performance metricπstr for the slotted wheel may be
simply set to beτmax as given in the equation (Eq. 5. Now,
asserting different levels of acceptability forπstr results in con-
straints involving different parts of the design space, as seen
in Fig. 17(c). Designs with thin latches (low values oft)are
clearly rejected by the requirement for strength, but owingto the
penetration depth being related to theta, whene is a significant
compared tot, high strength also requires higher slot widthw’s.

πstr without design change πstr with design change

τmax< F r τmax< −F cosθ d(X,θ)−F sinθ ( e
2r + t

2r )

Table 1. Performance metrics with and without design changes consid-

ered in rotating barrel lock.

And Table 1 shows the performance metrics considered with and
without design change in rotating barrel lock.

With this, one may learn some patterns for those regions of
the design space that are more likely to contain the functionally
feasible part families. The discovered feasible regions can be
added to the design optimization as design constraints for tighter
bounds on the design. By using general purpose function ap-
proximators such as neural networks one can enable the system
to infer feasibility regions from a small subset of part families
that are anyhow being explored in another design task, whichis
currently under investigation.

5 Conclusion
There are two primary contributions in this work, to present

a workable notion of function in design for part families, and to
consider (in a preliminary manner) how this notion of function
can be expanded under certain design change situations. Design
change is a common theme of human design, yet machines are
limited to search only within the given specifications. We explore
only one kind of design change, and show how the designer’s
knowledge of function in an earlier space can be used in a new
design space which is a generalization of the earlier situation.

However, since function depends on the user’s perception
of the part, it is possible to define function only in terms of the
ways in which they are similar or dissimilar to related parts, and
not independently of them. By taking the part family as a set
of “related parts” this paper shows how such functional models
may be developed based on the well-studied notion of Configu-
ration space, and then based on this premise, we have presented
an approach for mapping between structure and function within
a functional part family. We bring together existing concepts of
qualitative decomposition and of configuration spaces to create
simple models that can work with variational part families.The
resulting designs enable us to consider functions and even eval-
uate the design in terms of function during the early part of the
design process. In our interactions and demonstrations of this
system to working designers, initially, experienced designers did
not like it since felt that this approach is unlikely to benefit them,
because they are already able to bring together considerable di-
versity to the design task. However, it was felt that for beginning
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designers, the availability of visualizations that present a number
of choices in the design space provides opportunities for consid-
ering alternatives that may not have been initially obvious. This,
we feel, is a main avenue for expanding present CAD systems,
where more tools are made available so that less experiencedde-
signers can also benefit. In the end however, even mature design-
ers found that some of the ideas thrown up by the system may be
useful in promoting creative thought.

The approach to design change is clearly preliminary, based
as it is on the extension of the design variables by introducing a
new variable, which earlier was assumed to have a fixed value.
While the result of this change has been analyzed, clearly there is
much work remaining in terms of other forms of design change,
e.g., by extending the constraints on the variables, by changing
the inter-relationships between the variables, by altering the map-
ping from the design variables to the geometric variables, and
other aspects. In the design change considered here either the
design space is changed, or the set of functions may be changed
(altering the dimensionality of the Pareto frontier). However,
the expected behaviour may deviate from the prototypical fam-
ily functionality in many ways, and for each of these it would
be necessary to manually re-define this new functional need in
terms of a performance metric. However, this is a problem that
may not be modeled computationally very easily.

Another aspect for future work considers the issue of manu-
facturing tolerances. Tolerances add new dimensionalities to the
space of motions, resulting in higher dimensional configuration
spaces, and result in functional ramifications that could not be
foreseen in the earlier, canonical C-spaces. Incorporating perfor-
mance measures that deal with tolerances is equivalent thento
dealing with designs that have added design parameters. This is
an aspect we are currently exploring.
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